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Brand Strategy



Target: Gen X

39 to 59 years of age

“Sandwiched” between boomers 
and millennials

In the middle of their working careers 
and peak potential earning years

Untapped financial opportunity
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Overview

Values

Openness to innovation

High preference for customization 
and convenience

Seek quality and consistent satis-
faction from brands

Current State

Transitional

Resilient yet adaptive

Family-focused

Tech-adjusted



Narrative Statement

Goose provides effortless vacation planning for you 
to finally indulge in the break you’ve always deserved. 
Our personalized travel planner syncs prioritizes your 
timeline to curate an itinerary that just makes sense. 

It’s seamless, refined, and a moment just for you.
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A goose’s journey

The goose is dedicated, hard-working, and family
oriented. We want to embody its smooth and 
high- flying nature in being the leader of the flock, 
breaking the winds for you so that your travel 
experience is more seamless, more efficient, and 
most enjoyable. This is an invitation for you to
go, and set loose.
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Moodboard



Consideration

Consumer Journey
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Targeted email campaigns

Facebook pop-up advertising

Magazine and print adverts

Ads via pre-existing companies, 
i.e. Expedia or Kayak

Awareness

Browsing trip options

Comparing features and capabili-
ties with other competitors

Account creation

Mobile app download

Acquisition

Service
Making itinerary selections from 
the provided outline and suggested 
selections

Finalizing trip details

One-stop payment plan

Receiving a confirmation via email

Printing an itinerary

Sharing trip details with others

Seamless in-trip scheduling and 
check-in experience

Provide ratings

Purchase gift card and participate in 
social responsibility campaigns

Sharing platform via word-of-mouth 
and/or various media channels

Return for future trips

E-shop for brand merchandise

Loyalty
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Wordmark & Icon

Our visual identity consists of a singular wordmark, 
standalone or paired with a shorthand icon as de-
pendent on the application. The wordmark em-
phasizes legibility while the subtle homage to the 
goose is a call for fun.

Just like our travel experiences, the shorthand logo 
is also simple and streamlined, fun yet refined. It 
focuses on the iconography of the goose as the 
recognizable face of our brand.
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Logo Usage

1. The minimum clear space surrounding the logo 
should be at least one goose icon’s length on ev-
ery side.

2. The wordmark may only be used in black or 
heather at all times, and white only against darker 
backgrounds for increased visibility.

3. The wordmark should not use alabaster or ruby at 
any time, against any background. The mark should 
not be stretched, distorted, tilted, or rotated in any 
way. Drop shadows must not be used. No icon or 
supplementary text must ever overlap or break the 
clearspace.
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Logo Usage

4. The minimum clear space surrounding the sec-
ondary logo should be at least one goose icon’s 
length on every side.

5. Any color from the selected brand palette may 
be used for the secondary logo. Alabaster and 
Eggshell must be used only when against a darker 
background for maximum visibility.

6. The secondary logo should not be stretched, dis-
torted, tilted, or rotated in any way. Drop shadows 
must not be used. Alabaster and any lighter color 
can not be used against light backgrounds.

7. Primary and secondary logo combination use 
must always follow the clearspace guidelines, with 
the exception of one goose icon in-between.



Down
R=163 G=150 B=144
C=38 M=38 Y=40 K=1
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Color

Flight
R=218 G=202 B=191
C=14 M=18 Y=22 K=0

Alabaster
R=239 G=234 B=228
C=5 M=6 Y=8 K=1

Eggshell
R=255 G=255 B=255
C=0 M=0 Y=0 K=0

Heather
R=144 G=131 B=159
C=47 M=48 Y=23 K=1

Ruby
R=214 G=87 B=85
C=11 M=80 Y=65 K=1

Feathertip
R=0 G=0 B=0
C=100 M=100 Y=100 K=100
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Typography

The goose is flying.

The goose is flying.

Bold

Bold Italic

Goose uses ModernoFB for all display purposes 
including main headers, section titles and large 
quotes. ModernoFB is a high-contrast serif type-
face that is simultaneously classic and modern. 

It is paired with Agenda, a simple yet high-style 
sans-serif family with great versatility and letter-
form flair. All supporting copy is set in Agenda.

The goose is at rest.

The goose is at rest.

The goose is at rest.

The goose is at rest.

The goose is at rest.

The goose is at rest.

Light

Light Italic

Regular

Regular Italic

Semi-Bold

LightCond Italic
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Application



Gloria’s Travel Itinerary
11.20.2019 - 11.25.2019

Day 1 — 11.20.2019

5:00AM Pickup from Home

8:00AM Departing Flight

2:10PM Arrival at LAX

2:45PM Airport to Airbnb

5:00PM Dinner and Activity

Scheduled Uber
Driver: Sam Truman, Blue Honda Accord
License: K53-AX9

  Newark (EWR) to Los Angeles (LAX)
  American Airlines, Terminal B Gate 15
  Confirmation: XUXK378-FEI3902-F381

Terminal C Gate 10 to Baggage Claim

Call an Uber to the Airbnb: 173 Bellevue Blvd. 
Los Angeles, California, 74085
Estimated cost: $25

Airbnb Contact: Paula Cortez
   801-332-0816 / 846-400-0173
   cortezpaula@yahoo.com

  Wine Tasting and Table Dinner
  Samwell Vineyard and Farmtable
  300 Grover Place. 
  Los Angeles, California, 74080

DAY 2 — 11.21.2019

10:00AM Brunch

12:00PM Shopping

Hallaway Parking Code:  ZXYBC-7563

CHAR & EGG
375 Main Street.
Chamblay, California 74079

Hallaway Outlets
90 Route 7 West
Chamblay, California 74075
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Itinerary
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Luggage Tag
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Postcard
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Magazine Ad
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Desktop
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Mobile
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Corporate Social
Responsibility



“Make a loan, change a life. Each Kiva loan 
helps people build a better future for them-
selves and their families.”

Kiva is an international nonprofit with a mis-
sion to expand financial access to help und-
erserved communities thrive. This is done by 
crowdfunding loans and unlocking capital for 
families and small-business, improving the 
quality and cost of financial services, and ad-
dressing the underlying barriers to financial 
access around the world.

Kiva’s Mission
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Kiva lenders

1.9 million 3.2 million

1,600,000

19%

81304,803

1,059,616

Kiva borrowers

Loans funded 
through Kiva

Countries where 
Kiva works

Borrowers supported 
in conflict zones

Supported in less
developed countries

81%
Borrowers supported 

are female
Borrowers supported 

are male



Kiva & Goose

Goose’s target audience is Gen-X, a generation 
of family-oriented and working individuals who 
have a desire to contribute to a socially respon-
sible cause. 

Lending on Kiva creates a partnership of mutu-
al dignity and makes it easy to touch more lives 
with the same dollar. The ripple effect of op-
portunity can shape the future for a family or 
an entire community.

Via Goose, every $100 of a gift card purchased 
will equal a $25 loan dispensed to Kiva by our 
platform. Users will be able to choose the cause 
to which or person to whom the loan will be 
sent.
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Gift Card
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Thank you.


